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ABSTRACT

This disclosure describes a method to nullify the effects of executable malware
using the operating system. This method is applicable to computing devices that
can function without connecting to external peripheral devices for input and
output. External peripheral devices are devices that are not built into the
computing device and are devices which have to connect externally. The operating
system used for this method has in addition to its own operating system software,
four more built in software. They are a suite of system software, a cloud streaming
software, a file viewer and a decoder. As conventionally, the operating system will
load and runs after loading the firmware from disk as the main program in the
computer. The operating system will fetch the available byte partition streams from
all the locations in the storage and memory that is allocated for stored programs
and data (excluding the space allocated for this operating system with the built-in
software bundle and the firmware). Using the built-in decoder, the operating
system will decode and interpret those streams as one of the four allocated file
types. These are text, audio, image and video. The specific file type is chosen by
reading and decoding the starting header which contain the file information at the
beginning of the byte stream. This way the operating system will not allow any
executable programs from outside the computer to run inside the computer. The
user can only access application software that is streamed through the cloud.
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BACKGROUND

Computer systems play an important role in the today’s society. They are used in
simple personal computing systems to complex critical computing systems.
Malware can disrupt these systems which can cause harmful consequences.
Malware is a type of computer program that can cause harmful effects to
computers. Antimalware programs are used to mitigate this threat. However, the
problem of malware remains a critical issue in the today’s world.

DESCRIPTION

This paper describes a method to nullify the effects of malware. The operating
system used for this purpose has in addition to its own operating system software
has four more types of built-in software. They are a suite of system software, a
cloud streaming software, a file viewer and a decoder. The operating system code,
the computer firmware code and the code of the four types of software mentioned
above, are the only code inside the computing device that is allowed to run as
executable program code. All the other code inside the computer which comes
built in or which are obtained from the outside through the internet are interpreted
by the decoder as data containing files. through this operation, the operating
system will also prevent any active functioning of any malware code program since
this program too will be only interpreted as a data containing file and not as an
executable program file.
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CONCLUSION

This paper discloses a method to nullify the effects of malware by preventing codes
to function as executable program codes. The computer prevents external
peripheral devices from connecting to the system. Other than the operating
system’s code, the computer firmware code and the built in four types of
software’s code, no other software code can function as executable program code
inside the computer. Whenever the user wants to access an application software,
he or she could access a trusted application software in the cloud through the builtin cloud streaming software. And whenever two computing devices with this kind
of malware nullifying capability have to connect with each other to exchange
information, it is achieved by the two computing devices connecting with each
other via a trusted server computer in the cloud. The built in cloud streaming
software is used for this purpose.
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